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A common objective in image analysis is dimensionality reduction. The most common 
often used data-exploratory technique with this objective is principal component 
analysis. We propose a new method based on the projection of the images as matrices 
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Summary. A common objective in image analysis is dimensionality reduction. The most
often used data-exploratory technique with this objective is principal component analysis. We
propose a new method based on the projection of the images as matrices after a Procrustes
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eDimensionality Reduction with Image Data 13







































































































Fig. 1. Comparision of the average mean square error between eigenface method (upper points)

























0 singular valuesDimensionality Reduction with Image Data 15
Table 1. Average L1-norm be-
tween pairs of original and re-
constructed images when the sub-






















































































Dimensionality of the Subspace of Projection
Fig. 3. L1-norm between original and reconstructed images by the standard method (continuous
line) and by the new one (dash line)16 M´ onica Benito and Daniel Pe ˜ na
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